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Executive Summary 
 

Walker Consultants, Inc. (Walker) was hired by the City of Cincinnati Department of Community and Economic 

Development (City) to perform a parking study of its Madisonville Neighborhood Business District (“NBD”).  The 

impetus of this study is to respond to stakeholder questions about the adequacy of parking in this area under 

both existing and future conditions with particular attention paid to those parking spaces that are publicly 

available. 

Madisonville’s intersection of Madison Road and Whetsel Avenue, a commercial business corridor for decades, 

had been identified by the City of Cincinnati, The Port of Greater Cincinnati Development Authority, and the 

Madisonville Community Urban Redevelopment Corporation as a redevelopment focus and so the City assembled 

properties over the past decade or so, and partnering with these other two organizations, issued an RFP for the 

development of a mixed-use real estate project. 

In 2014, Ackermann Group was the real estate developer selected amongst several proponents to redevelop 

Madison and Whetsel.  This included a renovation of existing buildings plus new construction.  A three-phase 

development, The Madamore, was the product of this public/private partnership, and consists of the following 

existing and proposed land uses: 

• Phase 1 - 103 apartments and 45,000 square feet of office and retail (completed and operational); 

• Phase 2 - 116 apartment units (completed and operational); and 

• Phase 3 - 90 apartment units and the Madisonville branch of the Cincinnati & Hamilton County 

Public Library has signed a lease for 8,900 square feet of space in the street-level commercial 

space built in Phase 3 (under construction or in progress), a net increase of 4,450 square feet from 

the current library space within the NBD. 

 

Walker’s charge for this study effort is to provide answers to the following questions: 

• How many parking spaces are located in the Study Area? (a fourteen-block rectangular area that is 

more or less three city blocks in each direction from the Madison-Whetsel intersection)? 

• What are the usage restrictions of these parking spaces?  What spaces are available to the general 

public and what spaces are privately owned and available to specific users?  Are there any day of 

week or time restrictions?  If so, what are these restrictions? 

• What is the typical usage of parking spaces during weekday daytime hours? 

• What is the parking-space adequacy for the area? 

• What are recommended strategies for addressing parking challenges in this area? 

 

To inform its conclusions and recommendations, Walker led a stakeholder process and performed fieldwork to 

document the existing parking-space inventory, parking user restrictions, and usage of parking spaces during 

typical peak hours.  Walker also evaluated the existing parking-space adequacy and projected whether a parking-

space surplus or deficit is anticipated upon the completion of Phase 3 of The Madamore, and stabilized occupancy 

of all phases of The Madamore.  Finally, Walker reviewed and commented on existing parking policies and 

practices with an eye toward optimizing the utility of the existing parking assets. 
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Key Findings 

Our key findings are as follows: 

Common themes reported by stakeholders, which included the Madisonville Business Chamber, The 

Madisonville Community Urban Redevelopment Corporation, members of the community, and the 

Ackermann Group, are related to sufficient off-street parking options for commercial businesses, 

motorist level of comfort parking on Madison Road, pedestrian safety at the intersections of Madison 

and Whetsel, changes to parking policies that would affect residential neighborhood block faces, and 

potential shared parking opportunities.  

 

There are a minimum of 1,119 parking spaces located within the Study Area.  This includes on-street 

parking and off-street parking, both publicly- and privately-owned and -available.  It also includes 

spaces intended for commercial and residential use.  

 

Excluding the Madamore, approximately 105± dwelling units, including single-family and multi-family 

units, were identified across the 14-block Study Area.  Approximately 72± single-family unit parking 

pads and/or garages across 26 block faces of the Study Area were identified, representing that 69 

percent of these dwelling units have some form of off-street residential parking.

 

Two parking-space occupancy studies were conducted during peak hours and the results of these 

studies suggest an overall abundance of parking.  The highest of these studies demonstrated a recorded 

occupancy of 283 spaces, or 27 percent of the total parking supply occupied.  Inversely, 786 spaces 

were observed as vacant, suggesting a significant parking surplus.

 

An assessment of future parking conditions was performed.  Through this analysis, we conclude that 

typical peak-hour parking demand is projected to increase by 229 spaces which would reduce the Study 

Area parking surplus to 649 spaces (including Phase 3 added supply of 92 spaces publicly accessible 

during weekday daytime hours).

 

Publicly available spaces number 561 total spaces and were also observed to have significant availability 

with 426 vacant spaces at the peak hour across the 14-block Study Area. 

 

Of the 426 vacant public stalls, 165 vacant spaces were located on the Core four-block area at the 

intersection of Madison and Whetsel, which includes metered and unmetered curb spaces and the two 

Madisonville Business District public lots. Layering future development modeled, a surplus of 25 spaces 

is projected in the Core four-block commercial area at project stabilization.  

 

1 2 
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Recommendations  

Significant recommendations for implementation are as follows: 

 

• Put in place parking space time limits and rigorous parking enforcement for all publicly-

available spaces nearest to the Madison-Whetsel intersection. 

 

• Execute shared parking agreements with one or more of the three Study Area churches; 

this would provide additional public parking capacity that could be used by commercial 

business employees. 

 

• Share Madamore on-site parking capacity between residential and anticipated restaurant 

uses at Madamore lots.  

 

• Install additional parking space meters at Madison and Whetsel intersection along all 

commercial block faces to encourage parking space turnover and adequate parking for 

commercial businesses.   

 

• Extend meter hours of operation and enforcement to 7 p.m. Monday through Saturday 

to encourage parking space turnover and availability.  

 

• Maintain the existing four-hour time limit for Madisonville Neighborhood Business 

District Public Lots to encourage vehicle turnover and space availability.  

 

• Perform quarterly parking space occupancy studies, communicate the results of these 

studies to stakeholders and solicit feedback.  

 

• Improve existing NBD parking wayfinding and signage.  

 

• Add a parking resource page to an NBD website.  

 

• Improve pedestrian access and address safety challenges to promote greater business 

district walkability. 

 

• Residents may petition the City to create a residential parking permit program if they 

believe that on-street residential parking requires such a program and there is sufficient 

resident interest in meeting the City’s requirements for this program. 
 

 

A parking garage is not recommended.  Not only is one not needed, but it could also not be economically justified 

for this area now or in the near future.  To break even and cover the costs of land acquisition, development, 

operating expenses, and structural maintenance, a minimum of $300 per space monthly is required. 
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Introduction 
Walker Consultants, Inc. (Walker) was hired by the City of Cincinnati Department of Community and Economic 

Development (City) to perform a parking study of its Madisonville neighborhood.  This section of the report 

documents the development history of the Subject Property, the purpose of this study, the scope of services that 

Walker and the City mutually agreed upon, a brief discussion explaining this report’s organization, and a summary 

of our approach. 

History 

The Madison and Whetsel intersection has a longstanding history as being the downtown of Madisonville.  In the 

1950s Cincinnati East Siders patronized area businesses including two grocers, a butcher, a bakery, a movie 

theater, a sporting goods store, and a shoe store near this intersection.  With the development of Kenwood Town 

Centre, much of the retail moved away and the Madisonville area population decreased.   

In response to population decreases and a declining economic base, The Greater Cincinnati Redevelopment 

Authority, the City of Cincinnati, and the Madisonville Community Urban Redevelopment Corporation partnered 

to redevelop the Madison and Whetsel intersection with the goal to boost area revitalization efforts, stimulate 

economic development and growth, and improve placemaking opportunities.  

The City began assembling redevelopment properties in this area for more than a decade.  The Greater Cincinnati 

Redevelopment Authority issued millions in bonds to help redevelop the Madisonville area.    

In 2014, the City issued a developer RFP for the Madison and Whetsel intersection.  After reviewing multiple 

proposals, Ackermann Group was selected as the developer of choice for a three-phase mixed-use development 

consisting of multi-family residential apartments and ancillary commercial uses at the street level.  The 

development of the Madamore is the outcome of public/private partnership that was envisioned more than a 

decade ago. 
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Purpose of Study 

Cincinnati’s Madisonville Business District has been experiencing recent real estate development activity and 

concerns have arisen about whether neighborhood parking is adequate.  Toward this end, the City of Cincinnati, 

(City) through the City’s Neighborhoods Committee engaged Walker Consultants, a professional services firm, to 

perform this parking study. 

Of specific interest is to review the number of public and private parking spaces located within a reasonable 

walking distance of a three-phase development, the Madamore, located at the intersection of Madison and 

Whetsel, and provide a professional study that evaluates the parking adequacy for this area.  Key questions to be 

answered by this study include the following: 

 

• How many parking spaces are located in the Study Area? (See figure presented herein for Study Area 

boundaries) 

• What are the usage restrictions of these parking spaces?  What spaces are available to the general 

public and what spaces are privately owned and available to specific users?  Are there any day of 

week or time restrictions?  If so, what are these restrictions? 

• What is the typical usage of parking spaces during weekday daytime hours? 

• What is the parking-space adequacy for the area? 

• What are recommended strategies for addressing parking challenges in this area? 

 

The Madamore development consists of the following phased components: 

 

• Phase 1 – 103 apartments and 45,0001 square feet of office and retail completed in Spring 2020; 

• Phase 2 – 116 apartment units that are complete: and 

• Phase 3 – 90 apartment units under construction (as of May 2022) and the Madisonville branch of the 

Cincinnati & Hamilton County Public Library has signed a lease for 8,900 square feet of space in the 

street-level commercial space built in Phase 3, a net increase of 4,450 square feet from the current library 

space within the district 

 

Madamore parking is reportedly provided by 312 private parking spaces and 15 public parking spaces. 

There are new parking meters along Madison Road and Whetsel Avenue surrounding the Madamore 

development. Block faces along Phase 2 and Phase 3 frontage do not have meters installed.  
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Study Goals  

The goals for this study are to find the right balance of meeting parking needs without requiring unreasonable 

walking distances and to promote quality of life, a healthy municipal tax base, and economic development by 

supporting business, attracting residents, and providing better access to educational, economic, and recreational 

opportunities. 

Figure 1:  Study Area 

Source: Google Maps, Walker Consultants 
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Scope of Services for this Study Effort 

The City of Cincinnati engaged Walker Consultants, Inc. to perform this parking study.  Following is the scope of 

services mutually agreed upon between the City and Walker: 

 

1. Meet with parking study sponsors to confirm understanding of project, scope of services, schedule, 

and deliverables. 

2. Meet with area stakeholders to discuss the project and to elicit input for this effort. 

3. Review previous materials on this subject prepared for City Council review. 

4. Collect field data as follows: 

a. Document numbers of parking spaces in the Study Area by location including on- and off-

street parking; 

b. Note public or private availability of parking by locations; 

c. Include residential parking in the study that identifies the presence of single and multi-family 

housing, including numbers of residential units and on-site residential parking (study will not 

include a survey of detached or attached garage usage but will note presence of garages); 

d. Note user restrictions or lack thereof for on- and off-street parking; and 

e. Record observed parking-space occupancy by location during typical weekday business 

hours. 

5. Perform virtual review of available curb and estimate numbers of spaces that could be provided on-

street. 

6. Discuss proposed future development projects with City representatives that are likely to increase 

area parking demand.  Obtain proposed type and quantity of uses and project parking demand for 

these future developments consistent with industry standards. 

7. Obtain and review City’s inventory of on-street parking spaces for the Study Area.  Discuss potential 

alterations to usage restrictions. 

8. Interview City representatives to understand potential future restrictions or alterations to the public 

right-of-way that would impact on-street parking. 

9. Identify and document existing parking-related signage in the Study Area.  Recommend changes to 

the signage as appropriate. 

10. Identify opportunities to improve pedestrian and bicycle usage and quality of pedestrian and 

bicyclist experiences in the neighborhood. 

11. Identify potential strategies for improving real and perceived future parking-space adequacy for the 

Study Area.  Potential strategies include changes to parking policies, practices, and physical 

improvements.  Items for study could include but not be limited to line striping, shared parking 

agreements between the city and private property owners, new surface parking lots, a parking 

structure, residential parking permits, removal of regulations, etc. 

12. Prepare a written report and issue in draft form via email.  Report to include the following: 

a. Graphic and tabular presentation of parking inventory and occupancy data; 

b. Maps; 

c. Narrative that frames the issues and discusses potential strategies for addressing issues; and 

d. Recommendations for consideration. 

13. Obtain comments from stakeholders regarding draft report.  Address comments and prepare and 

email final report. 
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Report Organization 

This report is organized into five major sections as follows: 

• Executive Summary,  

• Introduction,  

• Current Conditions,  

• Future Conditions, and  

• Conclusions and Recommendations. 

 

The report begins with a section entitled, “Executive Summary,” which provides a high-level overview of key 

findings and recommendations. 

The Executive Summary is followed by this section entitled, “Introduction.”  Introduction includes subsections on 

the history of “downtown Madisonville” or the subject intersection of Madison and Whetsel characterized as the 

Madisonville Neighborhood District (“NBD” throughout this document), background, goals for this study, scope of 

services per the professional services agreement executed by Walker and the City, and report organization. 

Following this Introduction section is a section entitled, “Current Conditions,” which includes the following: 

• Stakeholder interviews; and 

• Analysis and findings of a parking supply/demand study which includes on- and off-street parking, with 

specific analysis that considers public availability of the parking supply and accounts for off-street 

residential parking supply. 

 

The Future Conditions section follows Current Conditions.  Future Conditions section layers the impact of the 

proposed future developments on the baseline or existing conditions for a look at what can be expected 

incrementally and in total. 

Conclusions and Recommendations is the final section, and this summarizes the findings of this study and 

provides a recommended implementation plan for the City’s consideration. 
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Approach 

The approach taken to inform the findings and recommendations of this study is summarized in the following 

figure.  As shown, a baseline understanding of existing conditions is developed through stakeholder interviews 

and field data collection which includes a parking space inventory and usage study.  Once baseline conditions 

have been established, proposed future development projects and their associated parking demands are overlaid 

on top of the baseline parking conditions to derive a total picture of anticipate future parking adequacy, including 

where a parking surplus or deficit is expected and also a quantification of the size of that surplus or deficit.  

Finally, parking policies and practices are reviewed for purposes of identifying potential changes that could 

improve parking conditions and perhaps make better use of existing resources. 

Figure 2: Study Approach 
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Current Conditions  
 

Walker performed a current conditions assessment which includes stakeholder outreach sessions that allowed for 

the collection of qualitative information and views, a supply/demand study which provides a quantitative 

understanding of the parking system, and a review of current parking policies and practices.  

Figure 3: Inputs Informing Current Conditions Analysis 
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Stakeholder Intake 

To elicit input for this study, the City scheduled stakeholder meetings with various interested parties and Walker 

led these meetings.  The purpose of these meetings was to listen and record facts and opinions about parking in 

Madisonville and learn about challenges and future opportunities.  This section of the report summarizes the 

information communicated during these sessions. 

A public open house was held the evening of Thursday April 07th 2022 at Artsville with additional meetings held 

with the Madisonville Business Chamber, the Madison Community Urban Redevelopment Corporation (MCURC), 

and the Ackermann Group (“Developer”). The following list summarizes key stakeholder outreach findings:  

 

Study Needs 

• The study needs to determine whether the parking supply is sufficient to satisfy current and future 

development conditions. 

 

Parking Space Adequacy  

• Will parking be sufficient when commercial ground-floor retail space is developed and leased?  

• Will parking be adequate during event periods at Artsville?  

• Will there be sufficient library parking during daytime periods?  

• Discussion about sufficient off-street parking ratios for multi-family residential development. Is there a 

model or case study that points to what is sufficient off-street parking for a neighborhood like 

Madisonville?  

• Some residents do not have off-street garage parking or driveway access and rely upon public curb 

spaces.  

• Some participants express the opinion that parking is generally available at the curb and finding a parking 

spot is not an issue on Madison Road or Whetsel Avenue most hours of the day; vacancy is even greater 

during evening periods.  

• Some participants express the opinion that there is a “perception” issue about residential parking spill-

over and parking encroachment. 

 

Public Parking Wayfinding, Signage, and Communications    

• Knowing what “publicly-available” off-street parking options are available is an issue.   

• The messaging that appears on existing signage does not clearly communicate the hours of publicly 

available parking. 

 

Walking and Multi-Modal Safety  

• Some participants express the opinion that people are generally not walking more than two blocks to 

access commercial businesses.  

• There is an elderly population in Madisonville that does not walk very far. In addition, there are concerns 

about sidewalk safety and pedestrian crossings at Madison Rd. and Whetsel Ave.  
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• Traffic on Madison Rd. is heavy since it is a “pass-through” road for commuters accessing other 

communities  

• Parking on Madison Rd. feels uncomfortable during heavy traffic periods.  

• Pedestrian safety at key intersections is a concern.  

 

 General Comments  

• Madisonville Master Plan supports a more pedestrian and bike friendly commercial core. The goal is to 

encourage high-density development to increase the residential population, improve transit and 

pedestrian safety, and see efforts to implement traffic calming.  

• Two primary goals were identified early in the Madamore community development process: 1) create a 

vibrant urban environment on the corner of Madison and Whetsel; and 2) create neighborhood jobs and 

raise the value of the existing housing.   

• The City of Cincinnati allows for form-based code with new multi-family mixed use developments which 

influences off-street parking ratios.  

• Bus route #11 services Madison Rd. and will soon extend its hours across nighttime and weekends.  

• Phase I introduced on-street parking meters.  

• Parking meters encourage greater turnover and space availability.  

• There are three existing churches with surplus inventory during non-peak periods.  

• High density multi-family residential development projects concern some residents citing insufficient off-

street parking inventories and potential neighborhood spill-over effects.  

• Some retail businesses do not have sufficient off-street parking options and rely upon on-street spaces.  

• Covid-19 has influenced the parking patterns and more workers could be at home during daytime hours.  

• Several private churches have off-street parking lots that could provide greater public usage provided 

adequate compensation and shared public-private parking access agreements.  

• ADA parking needs, there is an elderly cohort of the community that needs access.  
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Supply/Demand Study  
 

A parking supply/demand analysis was performed to inform the presence of existing parking spaces, including a 

delineation between those spaces that are available to the general public and those that are restricted to private 

use.  Although privately-owned and restricted spaces may not be available to the general public, it is important to 

consider all parking capacity as both publicly-owned, privately-owned, publicly-available, and privately-available 

spaces contribute to meeting all parking needs within a geographic area.  Each form of parking plays its role and 

must be considered to inform an accurate analysis. 

Walker conducted field work which included sending one of our experienced professionals into the field for 

several days to record the presence and usage of existing parking spaces located within the Study Area.  The 

objective of our field work was to answer the following questions:  

• What is the parking supply?  

• What is the parking demand?  

• Is there a surplus or deficit?  

• Is additional parking required? If so, how much? 

 

The following figure identifies the building blocks of this supply/demand study. 

 

Figure 4: Segmentation of Parking Supply and Usage 
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Parking Space Inventory  

Walker inventoried parking spaces within a 14-block Study Area. The following figure summarizes the allocation of 

spaces by parking type:  on street, public off street, private off-street commercial, and private off-street 

residential.  

The project team identified approximately 1,119± parking spaces across the Study Area. Walker excluded service 

lots e.g., auto repair i.e., Pluckett’s Garage and vehicle fleet storage facilities i.e., U-HAUL as well as gated and 

inaccessible lots.    

Figure 5:  Allocation of Parking Inventory 

 

Source:  Walker Consultants, 2022 

 

The existing Study Area parking inventory can be summarized as follows: 

 

• On Street:  Street parking represents 42 percent of the total inventory or 469 spaces. Appendix C details 

the location of these spaces visually on a map.  

• Public Off-Street:  Two facilities – the Madison and Whetsel Business District Lot (61± spaces) and the 

Sierra and Whetsel Business District Lot (31± spaces) – provide Madisonville business district public 

parking and comprise eight percent of the total inventory. 

• Private Off-Street:  Approximately 50 percent of the existing parking inventory surveyed is privately held, 

single-use commercial facilities or off-street residential parking pads/garages that provide limited to no 

general public access.  

• Public parking comprises 50 percent (561± spaces) of the total space inventory.   

 

The following figures depicts the location of the parking supply.  
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Figure 6:  Parking Supply  

 

Source:  Walker Consultants, 2022 

On-Street Parking 
On-street parking is contained along the 14 blocks surveyed across the Study Area. Approximately 92 percent of 

the on-street space inventory (433 spaces) is unmetered with no time limits.  

Meters are found along commercial block faces along Madison and Whetsel and represent 8 percent of the total 

on street inventory (36 metered spaces currently).   

The following figure segments the on-street inventory by commercial block and residential block face.  
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Figure 7:  On-Street Supply: Commercial versus Residential Spaces 

 

Source:  Walker Consultants, 2022 

 

Approximately 28 percent of the on-street supply surveyed (132 ± spaces) is contained along commercial block 

faces. Specifically, these are spaces located on the four-block “quad” Madamore Phase 1 to Phase 3 mixed-use 

blocks at the intersections of Madison and Whetsel. These spaces are immediately adjacent to ground-floor retail 

and existing commercial businesses.  The remaining 72 percent on-street inventory (337 spaces) is located across 

greater residential block faces.    

Publicly-Owned and Available Lots 
Two public lots are maintained by the Madisonville Business District for public use. Parking is restricted to four-

hour time limits serving daytime and night-time business uses. One lot is located at the corner of Madison and 

Whetsel at the Madison Center and serves the retail strip center including the City of Cincinnati Braxton Cann 

Health Center during daytime hours and the Bad Tom Smith Brewing business (across the street) during evening 

hours. Approximately 61 spaces were inventoried at this facility.  

The second Madisonville Business District public lot is located at Whetsel and Sierra. It is a gated facility that is 

primarily used by the Artsville Building immediately adjacent to the parking lot. Approximately ± 31 spaces were 

inventoried even though parking striping lines have been faded.   

Privately-Owned and Privately-Available Lots 
Private lots include the following: 5/3 Bank Lot (± 30 spaces), New Mission Baptist Church Lot (± 70 spaces), 

Gaines United Methodist Lot (± 42 spaces), and the Harvest Time of Life Church (± 124 spaces) These facilities 

limit public access beyond designated uses.  
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Privately-Owned and Publicly Available (select hours) Lots  
The Madamore Phase 1 Lot (± 116 spaces), The Madamore Phase 2 Lot (± 104 spaces) are privately-owned 

parking lots. Per Ackermann Group stated policy, the lots are to be made available for commercial business 

employee and customer usage during the hours of 8 a.m. to 5 p.m.  

Residential Off-Street Parking Survey  
A survey of residential off-street parking was conducted for single-family and multi-family dwelling units with 

parking pads and/or attached or detached garages. The purpose of this analysis is to identify a ratio between 

housing units and off-street residential parking. The Madamore facilities were not included in this category since 

they are large scale developments with significant parking lots inventoried in the private off-street category 

above.  

Utilizing Zillow property mapping tools supplemented by our own field observations, Walker identified 

approximately 105 ± total dwelling units across the 14-block Study Area which includes single-family and multi-

family units. In our formal field survey, we denoted the presence of approximately 72± single-family unit parking 

pads and/or garages across 26 block faces of the Study Area.  

The following figure depicts our analysis.  

 

Figure 8:  Off-Street Parking to Residential Unit Survey Analysis 

 

Source:  Walker Consultants, Zillow 2022 
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Approximately 69 percent of existing dwelling units have some form of off-street residential parking (72 observed 

parking facilities ÷ 105 units estimated).  

Since we could not see inside garages, we did not record off-street residential parking occupancies. Furthermore, 

we do not know if residential dwellers are utilizing off-street parking garages for parking or not. It is not 

uncommon for some garages to support household storage in lieu of vehicle storage.  

Parking Occupancy  

Exclusive of off-street residential parking spaces which are not visible from publicly-accessible areas, Walker 

conducted parking space occupancy counts on Wednesday March 16, 2022 (for a daytime period), and Thursday 

May 12, 2022 (for an evening period) to gauge typical parking space usage across both daytime and evening 

periods. The survey days selected are intended to represent typical conditions and capture the busiest hours for 

parking within the Study Area.  

Counts occurred on Wednesday at 2 p.m. and on Thursday at 8 p.m.  to evaluate daytime commercial and 

nighttime commercial and residential usage. The following figure depicts total occupancy results by counts 

performed.   

 

Figure 9:  Parking Space Occupancy  

Source:  Walker Consultants, 2022 

Note: The occupancy results above exclude the 72 off-street residential spaces since Walker could not 

access private residential properties to count parked vehicles nor “see” inside private garages.  

 

Total recorded occupancy peaked on Thursday at 8 p.m., with 283 spaces recorded occupied, 

or 27 percent of the total parking supply occupied.  

 

The following table summarizes occupancy results by parking space type.  
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 Table 1: Parking Occupancy by Space Type – Wednesday March 16, 2022, and Thursday May 12, 2022 

Space Type Inventory 2 PM 

Occupancy 

% Occupied 8 PM 

Occupancy 

% Occupied 

On Street 469 112 24% 111 24% 

Public Lots 92 30 33% 24 26% 

Private Lots 486 117 24% 148 30% 

Private 

Residential 

72 n/a n/a n/a n/a 

Total 1,047 259 25% 283 27% 
 

Source:  Walker Consultants, 2022 

 

On the aggregate, on-street space usage remained below 30 percent for both daytime and nighttime periods 

surveyed. For public surface lots, occupancy was greater during the daytime hour with 33 percent total 

occupancy, or 30 spaces recorded occupied. Private lots - which include Madamore Phase 1 and 2 developments, 

as well as adjacent church lots - reached 24 percent and 30 percent total occupancy, respectively, for the 2 p.m. 

and 8 p.m. periods.  

While total space adequacy was identified overall, with an ample number of vacant spaces recorded by each 

category for each of the periods surveyed, parking “hot-spot” areas were observed. The following heat map 

visually depicts parking utilization by on-street block face (represented by a dotted line) and off-street facility 

(represented by solid shading) for the peak 8 p.m. hour identified.   

Occupancy percentages are “heat-indexed” with green representing 0%-49% spaces occupied, yellow 

representing 50%-84%, and red representing 85% or greater occupancy. 

 

The above picture shows the Cincinnati Health Department/commercial lot during the 2pm observation time. 
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Figure 10:  Parking Occupancy Heat Map –Wednesday March 16, 2022 at 2 P.M. 

 

Source:  Walker Consultants, 2022  

2 
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Figure 11:  Peak Parking Occupancy Heat Map –Thursday May 12, 2022 at 8 P.M. 

 

Source:  Walker Consultants, 2022 
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Walker observed high vacancy across many on-street block faces and off-street facilities at the peak hour. Peak 

occupancy at the Madamore Phase 1 and 2 lots was 76 percent and 58 percent respectively. “Hot-spots” (see red) 

were only observed along four block faces.  

Moreover, Walker did not observe any significant evening residential parking spill-over occurring due to 

commercial demand. The Madamore Phase 1 south and west (unmetered) block faces exceeded 85 percent 

occupancy.  We observed several blocks where the residential parking demand exceeded the residential off-street 

parking supply. Most notably, the northern block face on Prentice Street between Ward and Mathis Streets has 

two parking pads per ten dwelling units on the block. This was born out in the on-street occupancy results with 

parkers utilizing curb space at a rate of 78 percent.  

Other block faces across the Study Area seemed to be reasonably accommodating off-street residential parking 

with no major on-street “hot-spots” recorded.  

Existing Space Adequacy  

The following table summarizes existing parking space adequacy observed at the recorded peak hour.   

 

Table 2: Parking Space Adequacy by Parking Type - Thursday May 12, 2022 at 8 P.M. 

Space Type Inventory 8 PM Occupancy %Occupied Space Adequacy 

On street 469 111 24% 358 

Public Lots 92 24 26% 68 

Private Lots 486 148 30% 338 

Private Residential 72 n/a n/a n/a 

Total 1,047 283 27% 764 
 

Source:  Walker Consultants, 2022 

 

Approximately 764 total spaces were observed to be vacant at the peak evening hour. Walker recorded 68 vacant 

spaces at the Madisonville Business District public lots at the 8 p.m. period indicating a surplus of spaces available 

across a typical evening period.  

 

Overall, a parking space surplus exists across the system today as informed by the data collected.  
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Parking Policies and Practices  

Walker evaluated existing parking policies and practices to uncover opportunities for improvements. This includes 

a review of the parking management, parking enforcement policies and practices, parking signage and wayfinding, 

existing land use impacts on parking, as well as program communications and public relations. 

 

The following table summarizes the review of existing parking policies and practices. 

 

Table 3: Policies and Practices Summary Matrix 

Feature  Summary Comments  

Are there on street and off-street 

parking options in the Madisonville 

NBD for commercial users?  

Yes. The NBD provides over 224 spaces throughout the NBD 

both on street (in the commercial core area) and across two 

public lots (92 spaces) along Madison and Whetsel.  

Does the Madisonville NBD have 

parking time limits or rates?  

The NBD provides free public parking access across two lots 

with four-hour time limits and paid on-street parking at 36 

meters with a two-hour max for a rate of $1.75 per two-hours.   

Does parking enforcement occur?  The City of Cincinnati enforces the existing 36-space parking 

meters Monday through Friday 8 am to 6 pm.  The Madisonville 

Neighborhood Business District is responsible for parking 

enforcement at the two public lots. It is our understanding that 

parking enforcement is not performed regularly.  

Does parking wayfinding and signage 

exist?  

Some signage does exist; however, the signage is incomplete 

with critical wayfinding and directional signage missing at key 

intersections and an absence of facility “P” public parking 

signage.  

Does the NBD have a dedicated 

parking website or webpage?  

No. No public parking information exits on the NBD website or 

Community Council webpage.  

 Does the core NBD area have 

sidewalks?  

Yes. Sidewalks are found throughout the core NBD area 

facilitating pedestrian movement.    
What is the condition of public 

parking facilities?  

The Neighborhood Business District Lot on Madison and 

Whetsel was recently repaved and restriped.   

Do transit and mobility options exist 

in the Core NBD?  

Yes. Routes #11, #12, and #28 serve the Madisonville 

community with boardings on Madison Road. Transit fair is $2, 

and service runs Monday through Friday morning to early 

evenings. A commuter service is offered from Downtown 

Cincinnati to Madisonville.  

 

Residential Parking Permit Program 
The City of Cincinnati has provisions in place to establish a residential parking permit zone, which are currently 

enforced in several neighborhoods across the City. Additional information for establishing a residential permit 

zone can be found in the appendix of this report and on the City of Cincinnati’s website here:  

https://www.cincinnati-oh.gov/dote/permits-licenses/dote-resource-center/residential-parking-permit/.  
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Pedestrian and Biking Conditions  

In addition to surveying parking infrastructure, Walker noted the presence of sidewalks and bike corrals which 

enhance the non-auto modes across the NBD.  

          

 

 

1. An example of comfortable sidewalk widths on 

Whetsel Avenue and Madison. On street parking 

creates a buffer between pedestrian and vehicle 

traffic.  

2. Benches and waste baskets on Madison Road offer 

pedestrian refuge and help promote a clean sidewalk.  

3. Bike corrals installed on Whetsel promote greater 

bike usage. The sidewalk width allows enough room to 

accommodate bike storage. However, there are no 

protected bike lanes on Whetsel or Madison Roads.  

 

1 2 

3 
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Wayfinding and Signage  

Walker observed the presence of parking wayfinding signage and facility signage. The following is an example of 

the branding for public parking available in the district today.  

     

1. The Madisonville Business District Public Parking Lot at the Madison Center. Primary daytime uses include 

the Cincinnati City Health Department: Braxton Cann Health Center, Boost Mobile, Amani Beauty, and Gina's Beauty 

Salon. The lot is offered as public parking with four-hour time limits. 

2. The Madamore Phase 1 parking lot provides 116 spaces for residents and commercial users. Current office 

tenants include Ackermann Group. As of April 2022, the lot was access controlled with a parking arm gate 

between the hours of 8 am to 5 pm. 

An example of left turn lanes at the 

intersections of Madison and 

Whetsel. Crossing this intersection at 

peak periods feels risky for 

pedestrians.  

  

 

1 2 
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Future Conditions  
 

The following report sections details our methodology and conclusions regarding future parking space adequacy.  

Walker considered a five-year development horizon will all known development projects considered and 

modeled. The purpose of this portion of the analysis is to assess the impact that anticipated future developments 

and future occupancies of existing spaces will place on the current parking system.  Toward this end, Walker 

modeled future parking conditions based upon land use and building program information obtained from 

Ackermann Group.  

  

The figure below illustrates how this future conditions analysis is used to analyze anticipated future parking 

adequacy for the Study Area. 

 

Figure 12:  Future Conditions Model and Parking Adequacy 

 

Existing Conditions Surplus 

As established in the previous Existing Conditions section of this report, there are an estimated 764 vacant 

parking spaces during peak hours; this represents a significant surplus of spaces. 

Changes to Parking Supply 

The Madamore Phase 3 will deliver 92 off-street spaces providing a surface lot behind the building to serve onsite 

residential and commercial uses. It is our understanding that this inventory will be available to non-residential 

uses during daytime hours 8 a.m. to 5 p/m.   

Future Conditions 
Surplus or Deficit

Changes in Parking 
Supply & Demand

Existing Conditions 
Surplus or Deficit
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Changes in Parking Demand - Shared Parking Model 

To model future parking conditions, Walker applied a shared parking model to ascertain a recommended parking 

capacity for the Phase 1 and Phase 2 vacant commercial space and Phase 3 residential and commercial 

development (“Development”). The new library will move into Phase 3 commercial space and will be a net 

increase of 4,450 square feet with the net square footage assumed in our modeling.  

The recommended parking capacity is intended to design for the busiest hour of the year, busiest day of the year, 

and busiest month of the year, at an 85th percentile level relative to similar properties. 

The following graphic provides an illustrative view of the steps involved in the shared parking analysis.   

Figure 13:  Steps of the Shared Parking Analysis 

Source:  Walker Consultants, 2022 

For most land uses, shared parking is based on the 85th percentile of peak-hour observations, a standard 

espoused by the ITE, the NPA’s Parking Consultants Council, and renowned parking planners.  This 85th percentile 

is a significant and high threshold to meet in terms of supplying parking capacity in that it is provides a parking 

supply that will not be needed by a majority of developments.  The 85th percentile recommendation is informed 

by field data counts in the fifth edition of ITE’s Parking Generation2 and this threshold represents the 85th 

percentile of peak-hour observations supplied during the study.   

The key goal of a shared parking analysis is to find the balance between providing adequate parking to support a 

development from a commercial and operational standpoint, while minimizing the negative aspects of excessive 

land area or resources devoted to parking. The ultimate goal of a shared parking analysis is to find a typical peak 

period, or design day condition. 

Allowing multiple land uses and entities to share parking spaces has allowed for and led to the creation of many 

popular real estate developments and districts, resulting in the combination of office, residential, retail, hotel, and 

entertainment districts that rely heavily on shared parking for economic viability.  Traditional downtowns in large 

and small cities alike have depended on the practice in order to be compact, walkable and economically viable.  In 

the same way, mixed-use projects have also benefited from the shared-parking principle, which offers multiple 

benefits to a community, not the least of which is lesser environmental impact due to the reduction in required 

parking needed to serve commercial developments, as well as the ability to create a more desirable mix of uses at 

one location. 

 
2 Parking Generation, Fifth Edition.  Washington DC: Institute of Transportation Engineers, 2019. 
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Land Use Units:  Building Program Description 

To begin a shared parking analysis, we first start with the type and quantity of land use to be analyzed. Each land 

use has a specific metric considered by the parking industry to be a reliable measure of parking demand for that 

use. For restaurant, that metric is square footage (gross leasable area or GLA); for multi-family residential, that 

metric is the number of residential units, etc.   

The following table summarizes Walker’s understanding of the three-phase development program with 

information provided by Ackermann Group. Phase 1 and 2 ground floor restaurant space is constructed but 

currently vacant. Phase 3 is under-construction including the new Madisonville library branch location.  The new 

library will net 4,450 ± new square feet from the current building area.  

Table 4: Three-Phase Development Program 

Land Use Units 

Phase 1 
 

Fine/Casual Dining (GLA) – current vacant s.f.  5,000   

Phase 2 
 

Fine/Casual Dining (GLA) – current vacant s.f.  3,000   

Phase 3 
 

Residential Units 92 

Fine/ Casual Dining (GLA) – s.f. in construction   6,000 

Public Library (GLA) – net new s.f.  4,450 

Total Residential Units 92 

Total Restaurant GLA 14,000 

Net Library GLA 4,450 
  

Source:  Ackermann Group, 2022 

Ackermann provided Walker the break-out of residential units for Phase 3 assumed in our analysis which includes 

48 studios and 44 one-bedroom units.  

Base Parking Ratios  

The following table presents the base parking demand ratios for weekdays and weekends used by Walker in the 

analyses. These base ratios were informed by primary research and data collection that was supplied by a team of 

consultants who collaborated on the publication of Shared Parking, Third Edition. Shared Parking, Third Edition is 

an industry standard and was sponsored by ULI, ICSC, and NPA. 

In order to project the anticipated demand for parking generated by developments, the base parking demand 

ratios are then adjusted to account for: the use of public transportation and other alternative forms of 

transportation to arrive at the site; the proportion of the development’s users visiting more than one destination 

during a single trip; variations in the times of day during which each land use is most active, and; 

monthly/seasonal variations in demand patterns associated with each land use. 
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Table 5: Base Parking Demand Ratios 

Land Use 

Weekday Weekend 

Base 

Ratio 

Unit for 

Ratio 

Base 

Ratio 

Unit 

for 

Ratio 

 

Source: ULI; ICSC; NPA 

Mode Split Assumptions  

Aside from the land uses within the developments, how people choose to travel to a development will have the 

greatest impact on expected parking needs. In the baseline analysis, Walker’s assumptions about the mode split 

characteristics of the development’s users are based on existing levels of vehicle ownership, commuting patterns, 

and use of alternative modes of transportation.  

Data on current vehicle ownership in Cincinnati and commute characteristics of various employee groups was 

taken from the U.S. Census Bureau’s 2019 American Community Survey for the Cincinnati (“MSA”). Walker 

applied a drive ratio of 86% to account for other (14%) non-single auto trips e.g., carpooling, transit, taxi, van 

pool, TNC Uber/Lyft, biking, walking etc., as informed by ACS statistical data for the Cincinnati MSA.   

Retail (<400 ksf) 2.90 ksf GLA 3.20 ksf GLA

Employee 0.70 0.80

Supermarket/Grocery 4.00 ksf GLA 4.00 ksf GLA

Employee 0.75 0.75

Fine/Casual Dining 13.25 ksf GLA 15.25 ksf GLA

Employee 2.25 2.50

Family Restaurant 15.25 ksf GLA 15.00 ksf GLA

Employee 2.15 2.10

Fast Casual/Fast Food 12.40 ksf GLA 12.70 ksf GLA

Employee 2.00 2.00

Hotel-Business 1.00 key 1.00 key

   Hotel Employees 0.15 key 0.15 key

Residential, Urban

Studio Efficiency 0.72 unit 0.72 unit

1 Bedroom 0.77 unit 0.77 unit

2 Bedrooms 1.40 unit 1.40 unit

3+ Bedrooms 2.13 unit 2.13 unit

Reserved 0.18 unit 0.18 unit

Visitor 0.10 unit 0.15 unit

Office >500 ksf 0.20 ksf GFA 0.02 ksf GFA

Reserved 0.26 0.26

  Employee 2.34 0.00

Office

Retail

Hotel and Residential

Food and Beverage
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Non-Captive Adjustment Factors 

Walker applied non-captive adjustment factors for our analysis. “Captive market” is borrowed from market 

researchers to describe people who are already present at certain times of the day. In a shared parking analysis, 

the term “captive market” reflects the adjustment of parking needs and vehicular trip generation rates due to 

interaction among land-uses internal to the site.  Traditionally, a non-captive adjustment is used to fine-tune the 

parking requirements for restaurants and retail shops patronized by residents and hotel guests, or by other 

persons, generally long-term parkers, already counted as being parked for the day.  

Generally, non-captive parking considerations for any mixed-use development considers that some visitors to a 

specific land use may already be parked or have arrived at the site to visit multiple land uses on the site, such as 

when a multi-family resident visits a restaurant within the same development.  A shared parking analysis assumes 

some percentage of patrons at one business (restaurant) may be employees of another business (office) located 

in the same development.  This is referred to as the “effects of a captive market,” as some of the restaurant’s 

patrons are already parking at the site to live and/or work; therefore, they contribute only once to the number of 

peak hour spaces utilizing the development’s parking supply.  In other words, with shared parking, the parking 

demand ratio for individual land uses can be corrected downward in proportion to the captive market support of 

the neighboring land uses. 

We have assumed a 100 percent non-captive ratio for all employees with the understanding that all employees 

are accessing the subject site with the sole purpose of working. Likewise, we have assumed a 100 percent non-

captive for all residences since accessing dwelling units is a primary use.  

For restaurant uses, we applied an adjustment factor to account for non-captive activity. A 70 percent non-

captive ratio was applied for all restaurant uses (assuming 30 percent of all trips are being generated from 

existing residents) and are therefore already parked onsite as residents.  Likewise, a 70 percent non-captive ratio 

was applied for all library uses.  

Reserved Parking Assumptions 

For the purposes of these analyses, it has been assumed that all residential parking spaces will be reserved onsite.  

In interrogatories Ackermann Group confirmed their parking policy on parking for commercial tenants. Parking 

lots will be open from 8 am -5 pm for commercial employees and customers. It is assumed residential only 

parking beyond the hours of 5 p.m. when the shared parking “peak hour” model occurs. 
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Table 6: Shared Parking Demand Summary 

Peak Month:  MAY --  Peak Period:  8 PM, WEEKEND 

Land Use 
Project Data 

Weekday Weekend Weekday Weekend 

Base 

Ratio 

Drive  

Adj 

Non-

Captive 

Ratio 

Proj.  

Ratio 

Unit For 

Ratio 

Base 

Ratio 

Drive  

Adj 

Non-

Captive 

Ratio 

Proj. 

Ratio 

Unit For 

Ratio 

Peak Hr. 

Adj 

Peak Mo 

Adj 
Estimated 

Parking 

Demand 

Peak 

Hr. Adj 

Peak Mo 

Adj 
Estimated 

Parking 

Demand  

Quant. Unit 7 PM May 8 PM Dec.  

Retail  

Food and Beverage  

Fine/Casual Dining 14,000 sf GLA 13.25 86% 70% 7.98  ksf GLA 15.25  86% 70% 9.18  ksf GLA 100% 99%             110  100% 100%             128   

Employee     2.25 86% 98% 1.89    2.50  86% 99% 2.12    100% 100%                27  100% 100%                30   

Entertainment and Institutions  

Public Library 4,450 sf GLA 2.00 86% 70% 1.20  ksf GLA 1.90  86% 70% 1.14  ksf GLA 50% 90%                 2  0% 65%                 -     

Employee     0.25 86% 98% 0.21    0.20  86% 99% 0.17    50% 95%                  1  0% 65%                 -     

Hotel and Residential  

Residential, Urban                               0%     
 

Studio Efficiency 48 units 0.00 86% 100% 0.00  unit 0.00  86% 100% 0.00  unit 75% 100%                 -    65% 100%                 -    
 

1 Bedroom 44 units 0.00 86% 100% 0.00  unit 0.00  86% 100% 0.00  unit 75% 100%                 -    65% 100%                 -    
 

2 Bedrooms   units 0.00 86% 100% 0.00  unit 0.00  86% 100% 0.00  unit 75% 100%                 -    65% 100%                 -    
 

3+ Bedrooms   units 0.00 86% 100% 0.00  unit 0.00  86% 100% 0.00  unit 75% 100%                 -    65% 100%                 -    
 

Reserved 100% res spaces 0.87 86% 100% 0.75  unit 0.87  86% 100% 0.75  unit 100% 100%                70  100% 100%                70  
 

Visitor 92 units 0.10 86% 100% 0.09  unit 0.15  86% 100% 0.13  unit 100% 100%                  9  100% 100%                12   

              Customer/Visitor             121  Customer             140  
 

             Employee/Resident                28  Employee/Resident                30   

             Reserved                70  Reserved                70   

             Total             219  Total             240   
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Based on the above assumptions, in the analysis which assumes that current car ownership and commute 

patterns that exist today will continue to hold over the next five-year horizon, a supply of 240 spaces is 

recommended to satisfy peak design day conditions anticipated to occur on a weekend at 8 pm. For a 

weekday, a supply of 219 spaces is recommended.  Appendix D: Shared Parking Daily Parking Hourly 

Generation for Weekday and Weekend depicts parking generation by hourly time-of-day factors.  

Walker compared existing public space adequacy to future conditions modeled above. The following table 

depicts our analysis for future space adequacy assumptions applied to neighborhood business district 

public-private usage.  

Future Adequacy Summary  

To assess future parking adequacy, Walker evaluated current parking adequacy, anticipated future 

parking demand, and changes to the parking supply. The following table depicts the results of our 

analysis.  

Table 7: All Public Parking Future Adequacy  

Feature  Spaces  

Existing Public Adequacy + 426 

Developer Phase 3 Supply -  92 

Future Space Needs Modeled 240 

= Future Space Adequacy  278 

 
Source:  Walker Consultants, 2022 

 

Assuming all public spaces available, a total study area surplus of 278 public spaces is anticipated at a 

future design day. Walker segmented the analysis to evaluate only the parking space adequacy within the 

core four-block commercial area at Madison and Whetsel intersection. The following tables depict our 

numerical analysis for daytime and evening periods.  

Table 8: Commercial Core Area Only Future Daytime Adequacy – 2 p.m.  

Feature  Spaces 

Existing Quad Block Daytime Adequacy (includes 

public lots) ¹ plus 

172 

Developer Phase 3 Supply ² less  92 

Future Space Needs Modeled ³ 185 

= Future Space Adequacy 79 

Notes: (1) Assumes 110 vacant daytime commercial core on-street spaces on Madison and Whetsel core four-block 

area and the inclusion of 62 vacant public lot spaces.  

(2) Assumes daytime residential and commercial shared parking access per Ackermann Group stated daytime 

parking policy.  

(3) Combined residential and commercial parking space generation (including the library) is 185 spaces at the 2 p.m. 

weekday hour.  

 
Source:  Walker Consultants, 2022 
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It is our understanding that Madamore Phase 3 parking supply will be shared during daytime hours. 

Therefore, we included existing residential and commercial supply/demand in the above daytime analysis. 

A surplus of 79 spaces is anticipated at the 2 p.m. hour modeled.  

Beyond the 5 pm hour, Madamore offsite parking becomes exclusive use to only residential users. 

Therefore, we calculated evening parking adequacy based upon the existing vacant public stalls withing 

the core Madison-Whetsel four-block area.  

Table 9: Commercial Core Area Only Future Evening Adequacy – 7 p.m.  

Feature  Spaces 

Existing Quad Block Evening Adequacy 

 (Includes public lots) ¹ less 

165 

Future Evening Space Needs Modeled ² 140 

= Future Space Adequacy 25 

Note: (1) Assumes 97 vacant commercial core on-street spaces on Madison and Whetsel core four-block area and 

the inclusion of 68 vacant public lot spaces.  

(2) Assumes the modeling of non-residential commercial square footage only since residential units have exclusive 

access to onsite parking after the hours of 5 p.m.   
 

Source:  Walker Consultants, 2022 

 

 

A surplus of 25 spaces is anticipated at the 7 p.m. hour modeled assuming no evening shared parking 

usage between public and private lots. 
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Refining the public space adequacy to only the immediate four block commercial core area for a daytime 

and evening period, a surplus of 17 spaces and _ spaces is anticipated at a future design day.  

 

 

5 |  
Conclusions and             

Recommendations 
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Conclusions and Recommendations 
The following report section details our key study findings and recommendations.  

Key findings  

In addition to completing the construction and leasing of Phase 3 residential units, Ackermann Group has 

plans to activate the ground floor commercial space along Madison and Whetsel and provide a greater 

mix of uses to the neighborhood with additional restaurant amenities while efficiently maximizing the use 

of current parking resources. 

 

Some constituents in the neighborhood are concerned about the potential effects of parking spillover due 

to greater residential and commercial activity.  

 

Overall, there is a surplus of total spaces within the district to absorb future parking demand as modeled.  

Recommendations 

Recommendation #1: Share Madamore onsite parking capacity between Madamore 

residential and anticipated restaurant uses. 

Issue: Current Madamore Phase 1 and 2 occupancies neared 76 and 58 percent respectively at 

the peak evening hour observed in our field survey. Opportunities might exist for the Madamore 

to park future commercial restaurant demand onsite.  

Recommendation: To efficiently use existing parking resources, Ackermann Group should 

evaluate opportunities for shared parking usage at onsite properties across daytime and evening 

periods. Ackermann will need to monitor its own lot occupancies or accommodate a portion of 

the demand e.g., restaurant employees.   

 

 

Recommendation #2: Complete the Installation of Meters on Whetsel and Madison 

Issue: Currently only 36 meters are installed across the 132-space four-block commercial core area. 

While meter posts have been added to Phase 2 and Phase 3 block faces, meter heads have not yet 

been installed. 

Recommendation: To encourage short-term use of desirable curb space and promote greater vehicle 

turnover and space availability, we recommend the remaining frontage blocks complete meter 

installation. This will ensure that as the commercial ground floor space become activated, vehicle 

turnover will occur.  
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Recommendation #3: Extend Parking Meter Hours of Operation  

Issue: While evening adequacy exists across the district today, the introduction of three new 

restaurants stands to impact evening and weekend parking demand.  

Recommendation: To promote greater turnover and space availability, we recommend the City extend 

parking meter hours of operation to 7 pm on weekdays and Saturdays and conduct routine and 

consistent enforcement. This will ensure visible on street spaces on commercial block faces turn-over 

appropriately and support greater short-term use.  

 

 

 

Recommendation #4: Maintain public parking access at Madisonville Neighborhood Business 

District Public Lots  

Issue: While the number of public parking facilities is limited to two existing surface lots, current four-

hour time-limits promote space turnover. 

Recommendation: We understand that the Madisonville Neighborhood Business District does not 

desire all-day or over-night parking at these facilities. Therefore, maintaining the four-hour regulation 

is appropriate. Furthermore, a small employee parking area exists behind the strip mall building to 

support long-term employee parking (beyond the four-hour time limit provided). 

 

 

Recommendation #5: Evaluate and Pursue Shared Parking Agreements  

Issue: While public facilities are limited to two options in the district today, several private lots have 

ample space vacancy across daytime and evening hours with over 200 vacant spaces observed. New 

Mission Baptist Church Lot, Gaines United Methodist Lot, and Harvest Time of Life Lot are examples of 

facilities that have ample space vacancy during non-worship and non-event periods. Combined, the 

total space inventory for church facilities represents ± 236 spaces with recorded spaces occupancies 

totaling zero at the peak. 

Recommendation: Opportunities might exist through financial compensation to open public access to 

under-utilized existing space inventory across off-peak facility periods. We recommend that 

stakeholders investigate the feasibility of shared parking access arrangements between public and 

private lot owners for day and evening usage during weekdays and weekends. If a lot is under-utilized 

during daytime hours, we also recommend investigating public parking access feasibility. 

 

In addition to the concern about ensuring that tenants still have spaces, there is a concern about the 

liability associated with having the general public parking on private lots. Some cities lease the lots 

from the private owners, which makes the leaseholder liable; the leaseholder carries the insurance for 

public parking in the lot, as well as paying other expenses such as lighting, cleaning, snow removal etc. 

A limitation of liability will be important.  

 

See Appendix B: Shared Parking Template as an example.  
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Recommendation #6: Perform Quarterly Occupancy Surveys   

Issue: Parking issues both real and perceived shape public opinion about parking conditions in the 

district.  

Recommendation: To ensure parking space adequacy across typical periods and address stakeholder 

concerns, quarterly parking space occupancy studies should be performed, and this information should 

be disseminated to communicate space availability and usage trends.   

 

Recommendation #7: Improve Wayfinding and Signage  

Issue: The existing wayfinding signage is incomplete and not properly communicating public parking 

locations and public parking availability.  

 

Recommendation: Vehicular directional signage and facility identification sign packages should be 

installed to direct motorists to available public parking assets. Color scheme and signage design 

should be consistent and sensitive to neighborhood business district design guidelines while serving 

as a strong visual cue to users.  

 

The NBD must agree upon one universal logo design and consistently brand and market across all 

public facilities. A common example to denote the availability of public parking is a circle “P” sign at 

various intersections and street segments to aid motorists to make parking decisions. This will 

alleviate congestion and circling for available parking space.  

 

For the commercial on street metered spaces signage can be installed with a circle “P” to instruct 

users to available public parking and payment requirements.  

 

              
 

 

for public parking in the lot, as well as paying other expenses such as lighting, cleaning, snow 

removal etc. A limitation of liability will be important.  

 

Parking Wayfinding and Trailblazing Signage Package Example  
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Recommendation #8: Create a Public Parking Resource Page  

Issue: A lack of information exists online about public parking in the Madisonville NBD area. While 

parking signage is available (in some locations), there are not resources available for visitors online on a 

webpage or website. 

Recommendation: We recommend a webpage be added to the Madisonville Community Council 

and/or Madisonville Business Chamber website providing information about public parking facilities, 

time limits, enforcement protocols (if any), and map resources to communicate public parking 

availability. This can help motorists plan their trip in advance and communicate public parking 

availability across the NBD. 

 

Recommendation #9:  Address Pedestrian and Multi-modal safety  

Issue: Traffic speed and crosswalk safety remain the biggest non-parking related issues for the NBD to 

address. While the sidewalk widths, street furniture, and bike storage corrals provide enhanced district 

amenities, pedestrian and cycling crossing between blocks and intersections remains a challenge in the 

district today. 

Recommendation: Greater pedestrian crossing signage at signaled intersections can be installed to 

instruct motorists with speed limits enforced throughout the Madison Road corridor to calm traffic and 

promote multi-modal safety. Pedestrian time signals should be evaluated to provide enough time for 

safe pedestrian movement.  
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Table 10: Recommendations Summary 

  Recommendation  Entity  

1. Share Madamore onsite parking capacity between residential and 

anticipated restaurant uses at Madamore lots.  

Ackermann 

Group  

2. Install additional parking space meters at Madison and Whetsel 

intersection along all commercial block faces.   

City 

3. Extend meter hours of operation and enforcement to 7 pm M-Sat. 

to encourage parking space turnover and availability.  

City  

4. Use public lot(s) as shared parking resource for short-term parking 

only. Currently, the two lots have 4-hour parking time limits. This 

should be maintained.   

Business District  

5.  Pursue shared parking agreements between public and private sectors.  All 

6. Perform quarterly parking space occupancy studies, communicate the 

results of these studies to stakeholders and solicit feedback.  

City  

7.  Improve existing NBD parking wayfinding and signage.  City and 

Business District  

8.  Develop a public parking resource page to a NBD website.  City and/or 

Business District  

9. Address pedestrian access and safety challenges to promote greater 

business district walkability.  

City  

 

Source:  Walker Consultants, 2022
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Appendix A: Residential Parking Permit 

Programs 
 

What are residential parking programs and why are they 

an issue? 

Residential parking programs have been established in various cities 

across the U.S. The goal of these programs is to make more parking 

spaces available to residents and to discourage long-term parking by 

people who do not live in the respective neighborhoods. Residential 

parking programs are needed to restrict access by non-residents to 

street parking.  The presence of non-resident vehicles parked in 

neighborhoods may increase noise and air pollution and create unsafe 

traffic conditions.   Residential parking zones seem to be most found in 

university communities, tourist and resort communities such as beach 

and ski towns, locations near major transit hubs - such as ferries or 

other mass transit stops, and residential areas near major employers, 

including businesses or major institutions. 

 

KEY FINDINGS AND BEST PRACTICES 

• Residential parking permit programs are typically established to mitigate spillover in 

residential neighborhoods from adjacent commercial or institutional uses or when historic 

land development has limited the amount of parking available in residential areas. 

• All cities surveyed have an established policy for residential parking permit districts and 

provide this information to the public online. 

• Several cities have established a minimum parking occupancy threshold in the proposed 

permit district that must be met prior to establishment of a permit area. 

• Some cities require that prior to the creation of a new parking district, a funding source is 

identified to cover the costs associated with establishing and enforcing the district. 

• Most cities require a petition signed by most residents to initiate the process of the 

establishment of a new district. 

• Some cities have pre-established parking permit zone boundaries and have an “opt-in” 

policy in which residents submit a petition for the formation of a new district within the 

pre-established zones. 

• To obtain a parking permit in an established parking district, most cities require 

preparation of an application and submittal of an annual fee per permit. 

• Some cities allow residents to apply for parking permits online, providing a higher level of 

customer service. 

 

 

Residential parking programs limit 

on-street parking by non-residents. 
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• Several cities limit the number of permits that can be issued per household. 

 

Cincinnati, Ohio 
The City of Cincinnati has had a residential parking permit program since 1997 through Ordinance 394-

1997. The program has six approved districts, and on-street parking is not permitted in spaces that are 

signed “permit-only” in those districts during certain hours without a valid permit. 

Permit Zone Requirements 

• The permit area must be zoned residential. 

• There must be more registered vehicles or residences than available on-street parking spaces. 

• The total number of spaces occupied must exceed 75% of the number of spaces available for 

parking during two typical 8-hour periods, excluding weekends, as shown with an engineering 

study. 

• The permit area must be large enough to discourage non-residents from parking in adjacent non-

permit areas. 

• The permit area must have mass transit service available within at least two city blocks. 

• The permit area must have available off-street or metered parking for the general public. 

Petition Process 

• To establish a new permit district, a petition must be submitted to the city, signed by at least 60% 

of households in a proposed district. 

• The City Manager or designee conducts a study of the proposed district to ensure compliance 

with city criteria (described in Permit Zone Requirements, above). 

• If approved, the City Manager or designee submits a resolution to the City Council to establish a 

district. 

Parking Restrictions 

• Parking restrictions vary based on the district established. 

• On-street parking is not permitted in spaces that are signed “permit-only” during the hours 

posted. 

Permit Procedures 

• Residents can purchase full year or half year permits. 

• Permits for five of the six districts cost $30/year and $15/half year. 

• Permits for the Over the Rhine (OTR) district cost $60/year; however, low-income residents are 

eligible for a $25/year permit. 

• Permit applicants must provide the following: 

o A valid Driver’s License; 

o Utility bill or signed lease; and 

o Vehicle license plate number. 

Additional requirements include:  

• A maximum of one permit per person and two permits per household can be purchased. 

• Permits are valid for the calendar year and expire December 31 of each year. 

• The permits are in the form of stickers and must be placed on the lower passenger side 

window. 

• An unlimited number of guest permits can be purchased. 

• Guest permits are $5/permit. 

• Guest permits are valid for two weeks from the date of purchase. 
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• Guest permits are not available for the OTR district. 

• Permits can be purchased online or in-person at City Hall. 
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Appendix B: Shared Parking Sample Template  

 

This Shared Use Agreement for Parking Facilities, entered into this ____ day of __________, ______, 

between _______________, hereinafter called lessor and _________________, hereinafter called lessee. 

In consideration of the covenants herein, lessor agrees to share with lessee certain parking facilities, as is 

situated in the City of ______________, County of ________________ and State of ____________, 

hereinafter called the facilities, described as: [Include legal description of location and spaces to be 

shared, and as shown herein.] The facilities shall be shared commencing with the ____ day of 

__________, ______, and ending at 11:59 PM on the ____ day of __________, ______, for [insert 

negotiated compensation figures, as appropriate]. [The lessee agrees to pay at [insert payment address] 

to lessor by the _____ day of each month [or other payment arrangements].] Lessor hereby represents 

that it holds legal title to the facilities The parties agree:  

1. USE OF FACILITIES Describe the nature of the shared use (exclusive, joint sections, time(s) and day(s) of 

week of usage. -SAMPLE CLAUSE- [Lessee shall have exclusive use of the facilities. The use shall only be 

between the hours of 5:30 PM Friday through 5:30 AM Monday and between the hours of 5:30 PM and 

5:30 AM Monday through Thursday.]  

2. MAINTENANCE Describe responsibility for aspects of maintenance of the facilities. This could include 

cleaning, striping, seal coating, asphalt repair and more. -SAMPLE CLAUSE- [Lessor shall provide, as 

reasonably necessary asphalt repair work. Lessee and Lessor agree to share striping, seal coating and lot 

sweeping at a 50%/50% split based upon mutually accepted maintenance contracts with outside vendors. 

Lessor shall maintain lot and landscaping at or above the current condition, at no additional cost to the 

lessee.]  

3. UTILITIES and TAXES Describe responsibility for utilities and taxes. This could include electrical, water, 

sewage, and more. -SAMPLE CLAUSE- [Lessor shall pay all taxes and utilities associated with the facilities, 

including maintenance of existing facility lighting as directed by standard safety practices.]  

4. SIGNAGE Describe signage allowances and restrictions. -SAMPLE CLAUSE- [Lessee may provide signage, 

meeting with the written approval of lessor, designating usage allowances.]  

5. ENFORCEMENT Describe facility usage enforcement methods. -SAMPLE CLAUSE- [Lessee may provide a 

surveillance officer(s) for parking safety and usage only for the period of its exclusive use. Lessee and 

lessor reserve the right to tow, at owner’s expense, vehicles improperly parked or abandoned. All towing 

shall be with the approval of the lessor.] 

 6. COOPERATION Describe communication relationship. -SAMPLE CLAUSE-[Lessor and lessee agree to 

cooperate to the best of their abilities to mutually use the facilities without disrupting the other party. 

The parties agree to meet on occasion to work out any problems that may arise to the shared use.]  

7. INSURANCE Describe insurance requirements for the facilities. -SAMPLE CLAUSE-[At their own expense, 

lessor and lessee agree to maintain liability insurance for the facilities as is standard for their own 

business usage.]  
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8. INDEMNIFICATION Describe indemnification as applicable and negotiated. This is a very technical 

section and legal counsel should be consulted for appropriate language to each and every agreement. -

NO SAMPLE CLAUSE PROVIDED 

9. TERMINATION Describe how or if this agreement can be terminated and post termination 

responsibilities. -SAMPLE CLAUSE- [If lessor transfers ownership, or if part of all of the facilities are 

condemned, or access to the facilities is changed or limited, lessee may, in its sole discretion, terminate 

this agreement by giving Lessor not less than 60 days prior written notice. Upon termination of this 

agreement, Lessee agrees to remove all signage and repair damage due to excessive use or abuse. Lessor 

agrees to give lessee the right of first refusal on subsequent renewal of agreement.]  

10. SUPPLEMENTAL COVENANTS Include additional covenants, rights, responsibilities and/or agreements. 

-NO SAMPLE CLAUSE PROVIDED 

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties have executed this Agreement as of the Effective Date conveyed 

herein.  
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Appendix C: On-street Parking Map  
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Appendix D: Shared Parking Hourly Parking 

Generation for a Weekday and Weekend 
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